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A	 Vector	 Network	 Analyzer-based	 quasi-optical	 measurement	 system,	 which	 is	 suitable	 for	 mapping	 electric	 field	
intensity	and	phase	near	to	the	surface	of	terahertz	reflective	optics,	is	presented.	The	system	uses	a	fixed	five	parabolic	
mirror	 and	 transmitter/receiver	 head	 arrangement	which	 has	 the	 benefit	 of	 requiring	 only	 the	 sample	 to	 be	 swept	
during	 measurement.	 The	 system	 has	 been	 tested	 with	 a	 micromilled	 aluminum	 zone	 plate	 reflector	 used	 as	 an	
exemplar	structure.	The	measured	focal	point	of	the	zone	plate	reflector,	at	its	designed	frequency	of	1	THz,	is	shown	to	
correspond	well	 to	both	Finite	Difference	Time	Domain	 simulations	 and	analytical	 theory.	©	2017	Optical	 Society	of	
America	
OCIS	codes:	(300.6495)	Spectroscopy,	terahertz;	(050.1970)	Diffractive	optics;	(120.5700)	Reflection;	(160.3900)	Metals;	(160.4760)	optical	properties;	(	
050.5080)	phase	shift.		
1.	INTRODUCTION	The	 now	 traditional	 terahertz	 time	 domain	 spectroscopy	 (TDS)	arrangement	which	typically	relies	on	femtosecond	laser	excitation	of	a	photoconductive	 source	 to	 generate	 a	 broadband	pulse	 of	 terahertz	radiation	has	become	the	mainstay	system	for	measurements	in	this	region.	 Coherent	 detection,	 used	 in	 the	 TDS	 configuration,	 leads	 to	excellent	 signal	 to	 noise	 but	 the	 combination	 of	 both	 laser	 and	terahertz	 beam	 alignment	 can	 make	 it	 difficult	 to	 extract	 reliable,	reproducible	 electric	 field	 and	 phase	 information	 over	 long	measurement	 runs.	 Laser	 beam	 drift	 affects	 both	 the	 emitter	 and	receiver	performance,	introduces	a	time-varying	systematic	error	that	is	 difficult	 to	 remove	 and	 leads	 to	 unwanted	 peak	 signal	 and	bandwidth	variation	[1].	A	THz	Vector	Network	Analyzer	(VNA),	which	relies	on	a	microwave	(GHz)	 source	 that	 is	 frequency	multiplied	 into	 the	 terahertz	 region,	eliminates	the	need	for	laser	alignment	and	removes	concerns	about	beam	drift.	The	terahertz	radiation	emerges	from	and	is	received	by	horn	 antennas	which	 are	mechanically	 coupled	 to	waveguides.	 The	frequency	 upmixing	 process	 is	 described	 in	 detail	 in	 [2],	 where	measurements	 of	 achievable	 dynamic	 range	 are	 reported	 as	approximately	90	dB,	within	a	rectangular	waveguide.	The	systematic	errors	introduced	by	the	inclusion	of	antennas,	beam	steering	mirrors	and	propagation	through	the	ambient	environment	have	been	shown	to	be	negligible	by	the	sensitivity	analysis	performed	in	[3].	Following	an	 appropriate	 calibration	 procedure,	 the	 typical	 precision	 of	measured	 scattering-	 (S-)	 parameters	 (complex	 transmission	 and	reflection)	 is	 ±1	 %.	 Work	 is	 ongoing	 in	 comparing	 the	 system	
performance	of	terahertz-TDS	and	VNA	systems	in	order	to	establish	full	interoperability	[4].	The	stable	nature	of	the	network	analyzer’s	oscillators	is	well	suited	for	the	 measurement	 and	 characterization	 of	 narrowband	 devices.	Measuring	 directly	 in	 the	 frequency	 domain	 provides	 the	 ability	 to	rapidly	acquire	many	single-frequency	measurements	to	increase	SNR,	or	 to	 investigate	 time-variant	 effects	 with	 a	 continuous	 wave	 (CW)	source.		There	is	a	need	for	light,	compact	and	rugged	optics	to	be	incorporated	into	portable	terahertz	systems	with	field	applications	that	include	the	space	sector	[5].	These	optical	components	are	required	to	focus,	beam	shape	and	to	realize	devices	such	as	reflectarrays.	 It	 is	essential	 that	reliable	 characterization	 techniques	 are	 developed	 to	 validate	 the	performance.	Ideally,	these	techniques	need	to	fully	reveal	the	phase	and	 amplitude	 of	 the	 electromagnetic	 field	 in	 the	 proximity	 to	 the	components.	Direct	analysis	in	the	frequency	domain	is	desirable	for	diffractive	components	such	as	zone	plates.	Source	technologies	such	as	Quantum	Cascade	Lasers	offer	excellent	power	[6]	but	suffer	from	limited	frequency	sweep	range	compared	to	a	terahertz	VNA	and	have	yet	to	be	implemented	for	use	in	the	sub-terahertz	region.	Diffractive	 optical	 elements	 such	 as	 lenses	 and	 mirrors	 have	 been	developed	 for	 use	 in	 many	 areas	 of	 the	 electromagnetic	 spectrum	ranging	from	microwave	to	visible	light	[7-12].	In	particular,	the	use	of	a	 Fresnel	 zone	 plate	 (FZP)	 as	 a	 focusing	 element,	 which	 was	 first	recognized	 by	 Soret	 in	 the	 late	 19th	 century	 [13],	 has	 attracted	attention	 in	 recent	 years.	 	This	 is	 beneficial	 in	 the	 millimeter	 wave	region	where	 conventional	dielectric	 lenses	and	 reflective	optics	 are	typically	bulky.	Although	binary	FZPs	are	lossy	compared	to	multilevel	zone	plates,	due	to	higher	diffraction	orders,	they	are	much	easier	to	fabricate	and	are	well	suited	to	test	the	reported	measurement	system.		
		
In	the	Ka-band	(26.5	to	40	GHz),	Karimkashi	and	Kishk	reported	on	the	focusing	 behavior	 of	 Soret	 FZP	 lenses	 in	 the	 near	 field	 region	with	target	applications	for	remote	sensing	[14].		In	2016,	Pan	et	al	[15]	characterized	FZPs	in	the	terahertz	region,	at	350	 GHz,	 with	 the	 aim	 of	 improving	 the	 focusing	 properties	 and	directionality.	They	proposed	a	square	grooved	dielectric	(PTFE)	lens	where	 the	 conventional	 concentric	 circular	 rings	grooves	 found	 in	a	Soret	FZP	are	replaced	with	square	annuli.	This	was	derived	 from	a	diagonal	 horn	 antenna	 and	 for	 use	 in	 terahertz	 wireless	communication	systems.	For	reconfigurable	structures,	various	groups	have	explored	the	use	of	optically	tuned	FZPs	which	rely	on	the	photoexcitation	of	carriers	 in	silicon	to	produce	spatially	varying	electron	plasma.	This	produces	the	metallic/dielectric	 variation	 required	 for	 an	 FZP	 shape	 but	 can	 be	tuned	 by	 changing	 the	 light	 pattern	which	 is	 used	 to	 illuminate	 the	semiconductor.	Such	configurations	have	been	experimentally	studied	in	a	transmission	configuration.	However,	the	tunability	comes	at	the	expense	of	requiring	additional	optical	components	to	manipulate	the	nonterahertz	beam	[16-18].	When	 used	 as	 reflective	 components,	 FZPs	 can	 be	 fabricated	 from	metals.	Headland	et	al	[19]	recently	reported	the	development	of	3D	printed	 metal	 zone	 plate.	 They	 characterized	 focal	 spot	 and	 beam	shape	 using	 a	 terahertz-TDS	 system;	 with	 the	 highest	 reflective	efficiency	recorded	at	530	GHz	limited	by	the	surface	roughness	and	surface	oxide	due	to	the	3D	printing	process	and	use	a	titanium	alloy	respectively.	Here	we	report	on	the	use	of	a	terahertz	VNA	for	the	measurement	and	mapping	 of	 electric	 field	 intensity	 and	 phase	 near	 to	 the	 surface	 of	reflective	 terahertz	 components.	 A	 fixed	 five	 parabolic	 mirror	 and	transmitter/receiver	 head	 arrangement	 is	 presented	 which	 has	 the	advantage	 of	 requiring	 only	 the	 sample	 to	 be	 swept	 during	measurement.	 A	micromilled	 aluminum	 FZP	 reflector	 structure	 has	been	fabricated	as	an	exemplar	structure.	It	uses	a	binary	design	which,	although	lossy	compared	to	multilevel	zone	operating	at	1THz	plates	(due	 to	higher	diffraTction	orders),	 is	 easier	 to	 fabricate	 and	 is	well	suited	to	test	the	measurement	system.	Finite	difference	time	domain	(FDTD)	 simulations	 are	 used	 to	 support	 the	 experimental	 results	presented	in	this	work.	
2.	DESIGN	AND	SIMULATIONS		As	a	model	component,	we	have	fabricated	a	zone	plate	reflector	based	on	the	traditional	Fresnel	design	[see	Fig.	1a].	Manufacturing	has	been	carried	 out	 using	 a	 bespoke	 micromilling	 system	 on	 an	 aluminum	substrate	 [Fig.	 1(b)]	 leading	 to	 a	 cost-effective,	 compact	 and	 light	design.		
	Fig.	1	(a)	Schematic	profile	of	FZPR	with	4	zones	(b)	photograph	of	aluminum	FZPR.	The	radial	dimensions	have	been	obtained	from	equation	(1)	given	in	the	main	text.		
	Figure	1(a)	shows	the	configuration	of	the	FZP	reflector	(FZPR)	which	consists	of	a	set	of	concentric	milled	grooved	zones.	The	Fresnel	zone	
radii	are	periodic	in	𝑟"	with	a	period	in	𝑟$".	The		𝑚&'		zone	radius,	𝑟(	is	determined	by	
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=                                     (2) where		 F is	the	distance	from	the	reflector	and	l 	is	the	wavelength	of	interest.	 The	 reflector	 contains	 of	 four	 zones	 with	 a	 13mm	 overall	diameter,	 pr =2.5	mm.	This	corresponds	to	a	first	focal	point	centered	at	 20	 mm	 (for	 1	 THz).	 The	 numerical	 aperture	 (NA)	 for	 this	configuration	is	0.357.	This	structure	offers	the	potential	to	choose	a	trade-off	between	resolution	and	depth	of	field	and,	with	a	low	NA,	the	bias	here	is	towards	a	longer	depth	of	field.	A	nominal	zone	depth	of	75	µm	has	been	micromilled	to	produce	the	necessary	𝜋	phase	shift.	The	final	fabricated	structures	had	a	measured	zone	depth	of	62	µm	with	a	2.3	 µm	 rms	 surface	 roughness	 at	 the	 bottom	 of	 each	 milled	 zone	(compared	to	0.32	µm	in	the	unmilled	area).		It	should	be	noted	that	this	surface	roughness	is	two	orders	of	magnitude	smaller	than	the	free	space	wavelength	at	1	THz.	Therefore,	 it	 is	 reasonable	 to	neglect	 its	effect	on	the	optical	performance	of	the	reflector.	A	commercial	3D	FDTD	solver	(Lumerical)	has	been	used	to	simulate	the	effect	of	 the	zone	plate	reflector	on	an	 incident	1	THz	frequency	plane	 wave.	 The	 reflectors	 have	 been	 simulated	 using	 the	 same	dimensions	as	the	micromilled	devices	and	within	the	same	frequency	range	as	the	terahertz	VNA	operates.	In	the	simulations,	aluminum	is	assumed	to	be	a	perfect	electrical	conductor.	Reflections	are	minimized	through	the	use	of	a	perfectly	matched	layer	(PML)	[21]	located	along	the	 two	 boundaries	 perpendicular	 to	 the	 reflector	 axis.	 Periodic	boundary	conditions	have	been	imposed	on	the	sides	of	the	reflector	(i.e.	 equivalent	 to	 simulating	 a	 reflector	 array).	 This	 permits	 the	simulation	of	plane	wave.	Figure	2(a)	shows	the	electric	field	intensity	on	a	plane	perpendicular	to	the	reflector	at	1	THz	and	the	electric	field	intensity	along	the	main	optical	axis.	As	is	also	evident	 in	the	optical	axis	profile	[Fig.	2(b)],	the	simulated	electric	field	intensity	FWHM	in	the	region	of	 the	 first	 focal	point	 is	spread	between	15	and	25	mm;	with	a	plateau	at	20	mm.	At	Z	=	6	mm,	there	is	evidence	of	a	higher	order	focal	point.	This	is	to	be	expected	with	the	FZPR	configuration	which	leads	to	higher	order	(closer	to	the	reflector,	but	lower	intensity)	focal	points.	The	simulated	field	intensity,	plotted	in	the	XY	plane,	for	various	Z	distances	from	the	reflector	is	shown	in	Fig.	3.	It	can	be	seen	that	 by	 moving	 towards	 the	 focal	 point	 of	 reflector,	 the	 spot	 size	becomes	smaller	and	the	electric	field	intensity	has	increased.		
 
	
		
Fig.	2.		FDTD	simulated	field	intensity	distribution	in	the	(a)	YZ	plane	(with	X=	0	mm)	and	(b)	along	the	optical,	Z	axis	(with	both	X	and	Y=	0	mm).	
 
	Fig.	3.		FDTD	simulated	field	intensity	distribution	in	the	XY	plane	at	a	distance,	Z,	along	the	optical	axis,	of	(a)	19,	(b)	20,	(c)	Z=21	mm	from	the	reflector.		The	simulated	phase	image	at	the	focal	point,	Z	=	20	mm,	is	shown	in	Fig.	 4.	 The	 focal	 spot	 can	 be	 seen	 as	 a	 bright	 circular	 region	 of	constructive	 interference	 (+p),	 flanked	 by	 an	 area	 of	 destructive	interference	(-p).	A	speckle	pattern	is	superimposed	on	the	simulation	image;	its	shape	arises	from	the	use	of	periodic	boundary	conditions	leading	to	interference	from	the	adjacent	reflectors.	The	effect	of	this	interference	can	be	minimized	by	using	a	larger	simulation	domain	but	at	the	expense	of	a	much	longer	simulation	time.	
 
 Fig.	4.	Simulated	phase	image	at	20	mm,	showing	the	focal	spot	as	a	bright	region	of	constructive	interference	(+p)	
3.	EXPERIMENT		The	 micro-milled	 aluminum	 reflector	 was	 tested	 with	 a	 terahertz-	frequency	 VNA	 (Agilent	 Technologies	 N5224A	 PNA	 with	 Virginia	Diodes	WR1.0-VNAX	frequency	extension	modules).	The	WR1.0-VNAX	extension	 modules	 are	 the	 current	 state-of-the-art	 in	 mm-wave	metrology	systems	and	have	an	operating	range	from	0.75	to	1.1	THz.	A	 WR1.0H	 diagonal	 horn	 antenna	 with	 an	 11o	 divergence	 and	horizontal	polarization	is	coupled	to	each	extension	module	waveguide	[2].	Fig.	5	shows	a	schematic	drawing	of	the	experimental	setup	with	the	 reflector	 mounted	 on	 a	 motorized	 XYZ	 optical	 stages.	 All	components	are	rigidly	mounted	on	an	optical	bench.	This	permits	the	measurement	 of	 XY	 scans	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 distance	 from	 the	reflector,	Z.	The	receiver	detects	the	part	of	the	reflected	beam	that	is	focused	 by	 the	 FZPR.	 Such	 scans	 allow	 a	 direct	 measurement	comparison	with	the	simulations	presented	previously.	The	alignment	is	carried	out	by	using	a	white	LED	and	diffuser	screen	at	the	receiver	side	 and	 the	 transmission	 is	 maximized	 by	 fine	 alignment	 of	 the	mirrors	and	beam	splitter,	while	reducing	the	iris	size.	
The	VNA	measurement	simultaneously	provides	information	on	both	the	amplitude	and	phase	of	the	horizontally	polarized	electric	field.	The	polarized	radiation	emerging	from	the	horn	antenna	is	collimated	by	off-axis	 parabolic	 mirror	 M5.	 This	 collimated	 beam	 is	 used	 to	illuminate	the	Fresnel	reflector	through	a	silicon	beam	splitter	which	is	set	 at	 a	 45°	 angle	 with	 respect	 to	 the	 reflector’s	 optical	 axis.	 The	collimated	 beam	 illuminates	 all	 of	 the	 reflector	 and	 its	 surrounding	region	such	 that	at	maximum	scan	displacement	 the	reflector	 is	 still	fully	 illuminated.	 The	 electric	 field	 is	 imaged	 through	 an	 objective	system,	M1-3	and	then	focused	by	M4	to	the	receiver	antenna.	An	iris	is	placed	between	M2	and	M3	to	minimize	the	effect	of	the	scattered	field	and	can	influence			the	SNR.	The	distance	from	the	origin	on	the	Z	axis	is	determined	between	the	reflector	and	the	focal	point	of	M1	(as	shown	in	Fig.	5).	The	uniformity	of	excitation	 is	maintained	because	a	 fixed	beam	 has	 been	 used	 and	 the	 sample	 moved.	 A	 key	 benefit	 of	 this	configuration	 is	 that,	 by	 using	 fixed	 optics,	 the	 effect	 of	 parabolic	mirrors	 and	 the	 beam	 splitter	 on	 the	 phase	 information	 during	measurement	is	negligible.	
	
 Fig.	5.		Schematic	diagram	of	the	experimental	setup	with	the	reflector	mounted	as	shown.		All	of	the	parabolic	mirrors	have	a	focal	length	of	10	cm.		The	measured	field	intensity	distributions,	at	1	THz,	in	the	XY	plane	are	shown	in	Fig.	6	where	the	focal	point	is	flanked	by	a	dark	ring	structure	resulting	 from	 destructive	 interference	 of	 the	 reflected	 beam.	 The	round	focal	spots	indicate	low	astigmatic	aberrations.	No	smoothing	or	other	post-processing	has	been	applied	to	the	 images.	There	 is	good	agreement	between	the	simulated	and	measured	results;	although	the	measured	central	spot	at	the	20	mm	focal	point	is	slightly	larger.	The	low	numerical	aperture	of	M1	limits	the	minimum	resolvable	feature	size	to	1.2	mm.	However,	there	is	a	faint	ring	around	the	spot	in	the	simulated	image.	This	cannot	be	resolved	by	the	measurement	setup	but	will	act	to	enlarge	the	measured	spot.	The	outer	bright	ring	in	Fig.	6	relates	to	a	reflection	from	the	unpatterned	aluminum	area	and	also	acts	 to	 confirm	 that	 illumination	uniformity	 from	M5	and	 the	beam	splitter	is	good.	
	
		
Fig.	6.		The	measured	field	intensity	images,	at	1	THz,		for	planes	at	(a)	Z	=	19	mm,	(b)	Z	=	20	mm,	(c)	Z	=	21	mm.	All	of	the	captured	images	are	100×100	pixels,	corresponding	to	an	area	of	20×	20	mm.		The	spot	size	at	the	focal	point	has	been	obtained	from	the	FWHM	of	a	Gaussian	 fit	 to	 the	 intensity	 profile.	 The	 fitting	has	 been	 carried	 out	using	 the	 least	 squares	 method.	 Fig.	 7	 shows	 the	 FWHM	 plot	 as	 a	function	of	distance	with	respect	to	the	reflector.		As	it	can	be	seen,	the	smallest	FWHM	is	observed	at	Z	=	20	mm	which	corresponds	to	both	the	designed	and	simulated	focal	point.	Here	we	report		in	the	FWHM	either	 side	 of	 the	 focal	 point	 which	 is	 also	 seen	 in	 field	 intensity	distribution	 (Fig.	 2).	 However,	 direct	 comparison	 between	 the	simulated	and	measured	FWHM	away	from	focal	point	is	not	possible	since	 the	 simulation	 displays	 very	 well-defined	 side	 lobes	 which	prevent	fitting	with	a	Gaussian	shape.		Away	from	the	focal	point,	the	experimentally	obtained	FWHM	plotted	in	Fig.	7	also	factor	in	the	effect	of	these	side	lobes.	
	Fig.	7.		FWHM	of	the	measured	focal	point	at	distance,	Z,	from	the	reflector	surface.		The	 experimental	 data	 is	 further	 supported	 by	 comparing	 the	measured	 and	 simulated	 phase	 images,	 shown	 in	 Figs.	 4	 and	 8	respectively.	 As	 explained	 earlier,	 the	 phase	 data	 is	 obtained	simultaneously	with	the	amplitude,	and	also	therefore	intensity,	data	during	the	XY	scanning.	The	phase	data	is	very	sensitive	to	surface	tilt	which	is	readily	observable	as	linear	banding	on	the	images.	Surface	tilt	effects	 on	 the	 phase	 are	 minimized	 during	 the	 system	 alignment	procedures.	However,	 any	 remaining	 tilt	 is	 corrected	 via	 a	 software	levelling	 approach.	 	 To	 do	 this,	 a	 linearly	 variable	 phase	 offset	
( , )x yqD is	calculated	using	the	following	equation:																												 2 2( , ) tan tan ,x y x yp pq a b
l l
D = + 																													(3) 	where	a and b are	 the	 tilt	angles	of	 the	reflector	along	 the	x	and	y	direction,	respectively.	The	value	of	phase	is	then	wrapped	between	-π	and	π	rad.	The	levelled	phase	image	shown	in	Fig.	8	clearly	shows	the	transition	from	 the	 focal	 spot,	 a	 region	 of	 constructive	 interference,	 to	 the	surrounding	 circular	 region,	 with	 a	 lower	 field	 intensity	 formed	 by	destructive	interference.		The	area	of	destructive	 interference	in	the	measured	phase	image	is	smaller	than	in	the	simulation	for	two	main	reasons.	First,	as	seen	in	the	 intensity	 images,	 the	 focal	 spot	 is	 larger	 than	 in	 the	 simulations	which,	 in	 turn,	 enlarges	 the	 area	 of	 constructive	 interference	 in	 the	phase	images.		Second,	in	the	simulation,	the	area	surrounding	the	focal	spot	includes	an	area	of	high	contrast	light	and	dark	regions.	However,	
as	discussed	earlier,	the	measurement	system	is	resolution	limited	by	the	NA	of	mirror	M1	(Fig.	5)	and	is	unable	to	resolve	such	regions	of	high	contrast	in	the	phase	images	and	instead	is	evident	as	a	gradual	grayscale	 transition	 from	white	 to	 black.	 The	 bright	 area	 in	 the	 top	right	corner	of	the	experimental	phase	image	is	a	region	of	background	reflection	from	the	metallic	substrate.	To	the	left	of	the	focal	spot	is	a	darker	region,	which	is	also	evident	in	the	intensity	images	(Fig.	6)	as	an	 area	 of	 higher	 intensity.	 This	 could	 be	 attributed	 to	 slight	imperfection	 in	 the	 reflector	 manufacture	 (e.g.	 the	 surface	 is	 not	completely	flat).	The	 fundamental	 limits	 of	 the	 imaging	 system	 for	 both	 phase	 and	amplitude	 are	 currently	 being	 studied	 with	 specific	 emphasis	 on	 a	comparison	with	TDS	systems.	The	ability	to	 image	the	phase	of	the	reflected	 beam	 in	 the	 region	 of	 the	 reflector	 surface	 could	 aid	 the	design	 and	 characterization	 of	 next	 generation	 THz	 beam	 shaping	devices,	e.g.	passive	and	active	phased	arrays.	To	open	up	techniques	which	 are	 commonly	 used	 in	 the	 microwave	 field	 to	 the	 terahertz	region,	 such	 as	near	 field	 to	 far	 field	 transformation	 (or	 vice	 versa),	details	of	both	phase	and	amplitude	are	required.		
	Fig.	8.		Experimental	phase	image,	at	1	THz,	for	Z	=	20	mm.		
4.	CONCLUSIONS	In	this	paper,	we	have	characterized	a	terahertz	VNA-based	quasi-optical	configuration	which	can	be	used	for	electric	field	intensity	and	phase	mapping	as	a	function	of	distance	from	the	surface	of	reflective	optics.	As	an	exemplar	optical	component,	a	zone	plate	reflector	has	been	designed	for	operation	at	1	THz	and	micromilled	into	aluminum.	To	obtain	intensity	and	phase	maps,	the	reflector	was	scanned	in	3D	space	whilst	the	VNA	extender	heads	and	all	other	optical	components	were	spatially	fixed.	The	intensity	and	phase	data	has	been	compared	with	 FDTD	 simulations	 and,	 in	 general,	 they	 showed	 good	correspondence	with	 the	 focal	 spot	 clearly	 visible	 and	 located	at	20	mm	away	from	the	reflector	surface.	The	reported	setup	permits	the	characterization	 of	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 beam	 shaping	 devices	 likely	 to	provide	light,	compact	and	rugged	optics	necessary	for	incorporation	into	next	generation	terahertz	systems.	The	raw	data	can	be	found	at	Dataset1.Ref.[22].		
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